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Abstract: We evaluate the contact algebra logic of RCC-8 for tangential and non-tangential spatial
relations. The respective representations in T0 spaces for four equations to be equivalent. Two only are
equivalent, with the iff implication chain as not tautologous. These results refute distributive
mereotopology.
We assume the method and apparatus of Meth8/VŁ4 with Tautology as the designated
proof value, F as contradiction, N as truthity (non-contingency), and C as falsity
(contingency). For results, the 16-valued truth table is row-major and horizontal, or
repeating fragments of 128-tables, sometimes with table counts, for more variables.
Reproducible transcripts for results are available. (See ersatz-systems.com.)
LET

p, q: a, b;
~ Not, ¬ ; + Or, ∨, ∪ ; - Not Or; & And, ∧, ∩; \ Not And;
> Imply, greater than, →, ↦, ≻, ⊃, ⊢, ⊨; < Not Imply, less than, ∈, ≺, ⊂;
= Equivalent, ≡, :=, ⇐⇒, ↔, ≜; @ Not Equivalent, ≠;
% possibility, for one or some, ∃, ◊, M; # necessity, for every or all, ∀, □, L;
(z=z) T as tautology, ⊤, ordinal 3; (z@z) F as contradiction, ∅, Null, ⊥, zero;
(%z>#z) N as non-contingency, ∇, ordinal 1; (%z<#z) C as contingency, Δ, ordinal 2;
~( y < x) ( x ≤ y), ( x ⊆y); (A=B) (A~B).
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4.2 RCC-8 spatial relations. Definition 4.2 The system RCC-8.
[T]angential proper part – TPP(a, b):
~(q<p)&(~(p<q)&(q>p)) ;

a≤b and a≮≮ b and b≰ a,

(4.2.4.1)

TFFT TFFT TFFT TFFT

(4.2.4.2)

[T]angential proper part−1 – TPP−1(a, b): b≤a and b≮≮a and a≰b,
~(p<q)&(~(q<p)&(p>q)) ;
[N]ontangential proper part NTPP(a, b):
(p<q)&(p@q) ;

TFFT TFFT TFFT TFFT

(4.2.5.2)

a≪b and a≠b,

(4.2.6.1)

FTFF FTFF FTFF FTFF

(4.2.6.2)

[N]ontangential proper part−1 – NTPP−1(a, b):
(q<p)&(p@q) ;

(4.2.5.1)

b≪a and a≠b

FTFF FTFF FTFF FTFF

Let p, q, r, s, t, u, v: a, c, h, Cl, D, Γ, X

(4.2.7.1)
(4.2.7.2)

7.1 Representations in T0 spaces Claim 7.7: ... Then following conditions
are equivalent:
(∀c ∈ D)(a + c = 1 → c ∈Γ) iff

(7.7.4.1)

(#q<t)&(((p+q)=(%p>#p))>(q<u)) ; FFNN FFNN FFNN FFNN( 4),
FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF(12)

(7.7.4.2)
(∀c ∈ D)(h(a) ∪h(c) = X(D) → Γ ∈h(c)) iff

(7.7.3.1)

(#q<t)&((((r&p)+(r&q))=(v&t))>(u<(r&q))) ;
FFNN FFNN FFNN FFNN( 8),
FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF( 8)

(∀c ∈ D)(−h(a) ⊆h(c) → Γ ∈h(c)) iff

(7.7.3.2)

(7.7.2.1)

(#q<t)&(~((r&q)<(~r&p))>(u<(r&q))) ;
FFNN FFNN FFNN FFNN( 8),
FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF( 8)

Γ ∈Cl(−h(a))
u<(s&~(r&p)) ;

(7.7.2.2)

(7.7.1.1)
FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF( 8),
TTTT TTTT FFFF FTFT( 8)

Eqs 7.7.1.1 > 7.7.1.1 > 7.7.1.1 > 7.7.1.1

(7.7.5.1)

((u<(s&~(r&p)))>
((#q<t)&(~((r&q)<(~r&p))>(u<(r&q)))))>
(((#q<t)&((((r&p)+(r&q))=(v&t))>(u<(r&q))))>
((#q<t)&(((p+q)=(%p>#p))>(q<u)))) ;
TTCC TTCC TTCC TTCC( 4),
TTTT TTTT TTTT TTTT(12)

(7.7.5.2)

For RCC-8, the spatial relations for tangential and negation of tangential share the same truth table
results. A similar case is for the non-tangential relations. This means the respective relations are not
opposites as expected, but rather the same. Therefore the spatial relations for RCC-8 are not confirmed
and refuted.
For representations in T0 spaces, Eqs. 7.7.2.2 and 7.7.2.3 share the same truth table results, but 7.7.2.4
and 7.7.2.1 do not. Therefore the Eqs. are not all equivalent. Eq. 7.7.5.2 is the implication chain for iff
of the Eqs. which is not tautologous as claimed.
These results refute distributive mereotopology.

